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Migrate
More efficiently
and securely
Migration can be an uncomfortable journey of delays,
unplanned expenditure and valuable resource tied up.
Poorly planned, it compromises the speed of business
transformation. And it can fail to preserve the chain-ofcustody that’s so critical to regulatory compliance.
bluesource helps businesses move email and archive
data to new applications, the cloud or storage platforms.
Trusted and proven in highly regulated sectors, we
ensure predictability, certainty and secure data. Our
migration services and support scale as businesses
answer the big questions of growing information: what
to keep, what to protect, where to store and how to
manage it.

Benefits
■

■

■

■

■

Services


Messaging migrations



Trusted and proven methodology:



Maintaining chain-of-custody

– Health Check



Moving to the cloud

– Pilot Migration

■

Projects stay on-schedule
and on-budget as unexpected
costs have been avoided
Accurate understanding
of the complexities and time
scales for migrating data
Free up resource by utilizing
dedicated migration and project
management expertise
Meet regulatory demands and
ensure chain of custody is
preserved as data is handled
securely
Benefit from advanced third
party tools, only available to
trusted migration specialists
Plan large-scale movement of
data to the cloud in accordance
with bandwidth and compliance

– Project Planning
– Managed migration
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Our solutions and capabilities

Technologies

Messaging migrations

Moving to the cloud

Sources

– Managed migration services for moving
production and archived email to the
cloud, or to enable changes in application
and storage platform
– A full service to manage extraction,
transfer and ingestion of data to the new
platform or application, across a wide
range of sources and targets
– Full accreditations to use specialised 3rd
party tools that deliver methodical,
intelligent and time-efficient migrations

– Remove complexities of moving to
popular cloud platforms like Office 365
and Veritas.cloud so data reaches its
destination securely and efficiently
– Continuity of business, ensuring a
seamless user experience and maximum
employee productivity during migration
– Full logistics management of
transferring data to cloud providers
in line with timescales, data volume,
available bandwidth and all
compliance requirements

Archive Platforms
Quest Archive Manager
Open Text IXOS for Exchange
EMC Email Extender
EMC Source One
iLumin Assentor for Exchange
Metalogix PAM for Exchange
Mimosa NearPoint
Microsoft EWS Connector
IBM Common Store
Google Postini
PST

Maintaining chain of custody

Trusted and proven methodology

– Unbroken chain of custody during
migration, enabling regulated businesses
to stay compliant
– eDiscovery and disclosure of archived
data that’s legally defensible in court
– Comprehensive reports showing the audit
trail of all migrated items from archives
and journals

– A proven process incorporating the
demands of highly regulated organizations:
– Health check: of the suitability of the
source and target applications
– Pilot migration: prove the suitability of
the tools, assess data throughput, and
accurately predict project duration
– Project planning: to minimize the business
impacts of the migration schedule
– Production: where our dedicated team
manages every aspect of the migration

Lotus Notes
Microsoft Exchange

Mail Platforms

bluesource
Akaibu Evolve
Transvault Migrator
Quest Migrator
PST Station

Targets
Enterprise Vault
Enterprise Vault Cloud
Microsoft Exchange
O365 (Exchange Online)
PST

About bluesource
bluesource has been a trusted provider of migration services for 10 years. Our team is
unique in the industry – lead by world-renowned specialists who deliver end-to-end data
migration. In the past 5 years we’ve migrated over 1PB of data to new archives, storage
platforms and the cloud. We’re fully accredited by the major providers of 3rd party data
migration tools, and globally recognized by Veritas and Microsoft as a data migration
partner of choice.

UK & EMEA
122 Tooley Street
London, SE1 2TU UK

North America
1900 Enchanted Way, Suite 225
Grapevine, TX 76051

Australia
Level 3, 142 Clarence Street
Sydney, NSW 2000

Call: +44 845 319 2100
Email: sales@bluesource.co.uk

Call: +1 845 987 4645
Email: sales@bluesource.net

Call: +61 2 8039 4000
Email: sale@bluesource.com.au

For more information: www.bluesource.net
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